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Abstract
We present a new direct Poisson disk sampling for surface meshes. Our objective is to sample triangular meshes,
while satisfying good blue noise properties, but also preserving features. Our method combines a feature detec-
tion technique based on vertex curvature, and geodesic-based dart throwing. Our method is fast, automatic, and
experimental results prove that our method is well-suited to CAD models, since it handles sharp features and high
genus meshes, while having good blue noise properties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Sampling

1. Introduction

Sampling is a challenging task for any numerical data pro-
cessing, in order to avoid artefacts due to aliasing problems
[Cro77].

Nowadays, Poisson disk distribution is widely used in
computer graphics, and considered as one of the best sam-
pling patterns for many applications. The Poisson disk sam-
pling of a surface ensures a uniform point distribution over
the surface while having spatial irregularities. This uniform
but irregular distribution, most of times generated randomly,
satisfies the so-called blue noise properties, and overcomes
the aliasing problems. In 2D cases, blue noise properties are
satisfactory when the resulting 2D periodogram has a radi-
ally averaged power spectrum (RAPS) as shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1: Ideal blue noise radially averaged power spec-
trum.

Widely studied in the planar domain since the well-known
Dart Throwing [Coo86], blue noise sampling and Poisson

disk distribution are now further investigated for surface
meshes.

Related works

The blue noise sampling of surfaces can be done accord-
ing to three ways. The first one consists in parameteriz-
ing the surface to a planar domain, and then in applying
a 2D sampling pattern on it [AMD02, LLLF08, LWSF10].
It makes the sampling process easier but the output sam-
pling may suffer from distortions when mapping back to
3D domain. The second approach is to make a Poisson disk
sampling directly on the surface meshes [FZ08, CJW∗09,
BWWM10, ZGW11, CCS12]. These methods are all in-
spired by 2D sampling algorithms based on dart throwing
[DH06,LD07,WCE07,Wei08,EDP∗11]. They generate sam-
pling patterns with typical blue noise properties, but they are
sometimes time-consuming, especially when using geodesic
distances. The third category is based on relaxation algo-
rithms. The recent [XHGL12] is an extension of 2D sam-
pling techniques [BSD09,XLGG11], and improves the well-
known Lloyd’s algorithm [Llo82] that greatly influences the
blue noise properties of the results. Those methods over-
come the problem of controlling the number of samples, un-
like the dart throwing algorithms.
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Motivation and contributions

Our aim is to develop an efficient and fast direct blue noise
sampling algorithm for surface meshes. Especially, to effi-
ciently sample CAD models and to produce meshes having
good blue noise properties. We naturally avoid the use of 2D
parameterizations, not suitable to deal with such meshes.

Among the direct sampling methods for surfaces, the
method of [FZ08] computes exact isolines, which produces
accurate but time-consuming sampling. It computes sphere
boundaries around each new thrown sample, and then up-
dates the connectivity of the available part of the mesh.
[CJW∗09] proposes a trade-off between accuracy and com-
putation time by approximating both geodesic distances and
available boundaries, by subdividing triangles that are par-
tially contained into a sphere and by removing totally cov-
ered sub-triangles from available part of the mesh for the dart
throwing, which may not be very efficient. In parallel, two
Poisson disk sampling techniques take into account geom-
etry constraints such as sharp features, either by using tiles
[CCS12] or by directly sampling on the surface [ZGW11].
But both use Euclidean distances at the collision detection
step, which is not convenient to achieve our objectives.

Inspired by [FZ08] and [ZGW11], we propose an efficient
dart throwing for surface meshes that includes:

• a segmentation step to detect sharp features, in order to
preserve them during sampling;

• an original formulation for the sphere radius computation,
based on minimum and maximum curvature values;

• a fast and accurate geodesic estimation in order to speed-
up the collision detection step.

2. Overview of our method

Let M be an input 2-manifold triangular mesh, of any genus,
closed or not, and Msampled be the output sampled mesh. Our
algorithm can be summarized in four steps, as follows:

1. Midpoint subdivision of the input mesh M yielding a
densely sampled mesh Msub;

2. Classification of the vertices of Msub with respect to
three categories: corners, sharp features or smooth re-
gions (Section 4);

3. Improved dart throwing on Msub (Section 5);
4. (Optional) Triangulation of the samples to produce the

mesh Msampled .

3. Geodesic computation

Contrary to [FZ08] that uses time-consuming exact isolines
on the input surface to compute geodesics, we rather re-
sort to the well-known approximating algorithm of Dijk-
stra [Dij59], whose main benefit is its low-complexity. To
enhance its accuracy, a midpoint subdivision of the input
mesh M is first performed. This subdivided version Msub will
be the input for the rest of our algorithm. By this way, our
algorithm tends to compute more precise geodesics.

4. Classification

Once the mesh Msub is obtained, its vertices are separately
classified into three categories: corners, sharp features, or
smooth regions. Afterwards, the sampling will be driven by
this classification, by successively generating samples on
corners, on the sharp features, and finally on the smooth re-
gions.

The classification is based on the normal tensor voting
theory described in [KCL09]. It computes for each vertex v
of Msub a 3×3 weighted covariance matrix. Its three sorted
eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0 are used to classify v (λ2 and
λ3 are the maximum and the minimum curvature values at v,
respectively):

• If λ1 is dominant, and λ2, λ3 are close to 0, v is classified
into smooth regions;

• If λ1 and λ2 are dominant, and λ3 is close to 0, v is clas-
sified into sharp features;

• If the three eigenvalues are approximately equal, v is clas-
sified into corners.

Our method is as efficient as the work of [FZ08,ZGW11],
but it is faster because our classification does not require
to link the feature vertices so as to generate feature lines
[YLL∗09].

5. Improved dart throwing

Any direct dart throwing technique for surfaces consists in
selecting a point p on the mesh randomly, and considering
it as a valid sample only if it fulfills the minimum distance
requirement with respect to the samples already accepted.
The minimum distance is relative to the radius R of a sphere
associated to each sample. The main characteristics of our
dart throwing algorithm are described below.

First, our dart throwing algorithm limits its sampling to
the set of vertices of Msub. This solution reduces the com-
plexity of our algorithm, and we will prove that this limita-
tion does not influence the sampling quality with respect to
the blue noise properties.

Second, as introduced in Section 4, our algorithm succes-
sively distributes samples on corners, on sharp features, then
on smooth regions to preserve geometrical features of M.

Finally, our dart throwing is done adaptively, according to
the curvature. The radius R associated to a sample s depends
on the two curvature values computed at its location on Msub:

R = Rmin× (eCmax×λ2 + eCmin×λ3),

with

Rmin = α×

√
|M|

Π×Ntarget
.

Ntarget is the user-given target number of samples. |M| corre-
sponds to the area of M. Cmin and Cmax are negative parame-
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ters that weight the curvatures along each principal direction,
whereas α can be used to shift the domain of the radius.

Empirically, we observed that α = 0.65, Cmin = Cmax =
0.0 for the category corners, Cmin =Cmax =−8.0 for sharp
features, and Cmin =Cmax =−6.0 for smooth regions ensure
good blue noise properties, for all the tested models. Actu-
ally, only one input parameter is required, unlike [ZGW11]:
the expected number of samples Ntarget , which makes our
algorithm more convenient for users.

Globally, our proposal is the following. We first initial-
ize a list of vertices available for the sampling (the so-called
candidate vertices) with all the vertices of Msub. After each
valid dart throwing giving a valid sample s, the candidate
vertices located into the sphere relative to s (depending on its
radius R) are removed from the set of available vertices. If a
dart throwing fails for a sample s, this latter is removed from
available vertices to avoid a useless second test at this loca-
tion. To efficiently evaluate the region of the mesh relative to
a given sphere associated to a sample s, our Dijkstra-based
algorithm is able to stop its region growing process if:

• one encountered vertex is not in the set of
available vertices, revealing a "sphere collision". In
that case, s is rejected;

• the geodesic value of the radius associated to s is reached.
In that case, s is valid, so all the encountered vertices are
removed from the set of available vertices.

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section we evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm
by sampling several CAD models of different genus. First,
we verify that our sampling method preserves geometrical
features. Figure 2 depicts three meshes sampled with our
technique, and then triangulated. We clearly see that our al-
gorithm preserves the sharp features automatically, and also
deals with high genus models rapidly. For instance, the clas-
sification and our dart throwing of the input SOCKET mesh
(right model in Figure 2) ran in 153 milliseconds on a PC
(Intel Core i3 CPU 2.30 GHz, 4 GB RAM). Second, we
use the differential analysis tool proposed by [WW11], ded-
icated to non-uniformly sampled surfaces, to analyse the
blue noise properties produced by our sampling method.
Figure 3 depicts from left to right, respectively the 2D pe-
riodogram, the RAPS and the anisotropy for several mod-
els sampled with our technique. For each model, the RAPS
and the anisotropy are averaged over a set of 8 meshes,
which have a number of vertices ranging from 1022 to 1062.
Also, to evaluate the influence of the preservation of sharp
features over the sampling properties, we draw the RAPS
and the anisotropy obtained with (red curves) or without
(blue curves) the classification step. Globally, our sampling
technique preserves features while keeping satisfactory blue
noise properties. In term of RAPS, we see that the curves are
very similar with or without feature preservation, and have

the typical variations of an "ideal" blue noise sampling (see
Figure 1). Nevertheless, we observe that the genus of the in-
put meshes influences the sharp transition of the RAPS.

The analysis of the sampling anisotropy is also satisfac-
tory, since the curves tend to be horizontal beyond the cut-
off frequency (the anisotropy values inferior to the cut-off
frequency must not be considered as explained in [WW11]).
Moreover, we have verified that the anisotropy always tends
to the "ideal" anisotropy value according to the formula
given in [WW11] (not shown on these figures), whatever
the sampling technique used. We also observe that the
anisotropy is higher than for smooth models (see [XHGL12]
for comparison). It was expected since geometrical con-
straints along features must impose some specific direc-
tions on the sampled surfaces, which unavoidably reduces
the isotropy of the sampled mesh. As an example, we can
observe that the anisotropy of SOCKET does not tend to
the same value with or without the feature preserving tech-
nique, because the high number of sharp features. These re-
gions require more samples to the detriment of other regions,
which globally increases the sampling anisotropy. Anyway,
the anisotropy shows satisfactory blue noise properties even
with this model.

7. Conclusion

We presented a fast, automatic and direct blue noise sam-
pling technique for surface meshes, that is able to handle
models with sharp features, but also models of high genus.
We showed that it is possible to preserve sharp features of
surface meshes during sampling while satisfying good blue
noise properties. One of our future works is to analyze in
depth the quality and the fidelity of the meshes obtained with
the remesher based on our sampling scheme (triangle ratio,
remeshing error, visual quality...).
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Figure 2: Three CAD models sampled with our method, and then triangulated. From left to right: FANDISK (genus 0; input
mesh : 6,475 vertices; output mesh: 1,062 vertices), ROCKER ARM (genus 1; input mesh: 10,000 vertices; output mesh: 1,055
vertices), and SOCKET (genus 7; input mesh: 836 vertices; output mesh: 1,024 vertices).
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(a) FANDISK.
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(b) ROCKER ARM.
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(c) SOCKET.

Figure 3: Analysis of the sampling quality for three CAD
models, with (red curves) or without (blue curves) the pro-
posed classification step. From left to right: periodogram,
RAPS, anisotropy.
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